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The fraction of J/ψ mesons which come from B-meson decay, FB→J/ψ , is measured for J/ψ rapidity
1.2 < |y| < 2.2 and pT > 0 in p + p and Cu+Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV with the PHENIX detector. The
extracted fraction is FB→J/ψ = 0.025 ± 0.006 (stat) ± 0.010(syst) for p + p collisions. For Cu+Au collisions,
FB→J/ψ is 0.094 ± 0.028(stat) ± 0.037(syst) in the Au-going direction (−2.2 < y < −1.2) and 0.089 ±
0.026(stat) ± 0.040(syst) in the Cu-going direction (1.2 < y < 2.2). The nuclear modification factor, RCuAu,
of B mesons in Cu+Au collisions is consistent with binary scaling of measured yields in p + p at both forward
and backward rapidity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.96.064901
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy quarks (charm and bottom quarks in the context
of this work) are a powerful tool to investigate initial-state
effects and quark-gluon plasma (QGP) medium formation in
heavy ion collisions. Initial-state nuclear effects can alter the
number of heavy quarks produced compared to extrapolations
fromp + p collisions. Once produced, however, the number of
heavy quarks is preserved in strong interactions in the medium.
Final-state effects, such as energy loss in the QGP [1,2], can
only modify the momentum distribution of these quarks and
open heavy mesons. On the other hand, the number of prompt
J/ψ is not expected to be preserved in the medium because
of the low cc¯ binding energy, which can allow the J/ψ to be
broken by medium interactions.
The B mesons, which decay to J/ψ and subsequently
decay into dimuon pairs, represent a relatively clean channel to
extract b-quark yields. At the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC), the PHENIX forward silicon-vertex detector (FVTX)
along with the central silicon-vertex detector (VTX) provide
the ability to measure precise event vertex positions as well
as displacement of the decay muon trajectories from the
reconstructed event vertex. This allows for the statistical
*Deceased.
†akiba@rcf.rhic.bnl.gov
separation of J/ψs from B-meson decays from prompt J/ψs.
The PHENIX muon detector acceptance for B mesons in
this channel is nearly constant over all transverse momenta,
allowing for the direct extraction of momentum integrated
b-quark yields, corresponding to the number of b quarks in the
rapidity acceptance. With these yields, we can verify whether
initial-state effects are relevant to B-meson production in
nucleus + nucleus collisions.
The only known source of nonprompt J/ψ is production via
B-meson decay [3], which has a typical decay time τ0 ∼ 1.5–
1.6 ps [4]. The constituent bottom quarks have mass mb ∼
4.5 GeV/c2 and are created from processes such as gluon
fusion (gg → Q ¯Q), flavor excitation where heavy quarks (Q)
from the nucleon wave function scatter with gluons (Qg →
Qg), and gluon splitting (gg → Q ¯Qg) [5,6]. Gluon-gluon
fusion and flavor excitation are equally dominant, whereas
the gluon splitting contribution is small at
√
s = 200 GeV
according to PYTHIA8 hard scattering simulations [7].
Initial-state effects on the precursor gluons, before their
hard scattering, include coherent multiple scattering, also
called dynamical shadowing [6], incoherent multiple scat-
tering [8,9], initial state energy loss [10], and saturation
of small momentum fraction x gluons [11]. Nuclear parton
distribution functions, extracted from deep inelastic scattering
and Drell-Yan experimental data, such as EPS09 [12] and
impact-parameter-dependent EPS09s [13], indicate a pattern
of suppression for small-x gluons and an enhancement
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of intermediate to large-x gluons. Semileptonic decays of
particles carrying heavy flavor and produced inclusively in
d + Au collisions at √s
NN
= 200 GeV [14,15] indicate yield
suppression at forward rapidity, where Bjorken x ∼ 5×10−3
gluons dominate. The same analysis also revealed a clear yield
enhancement at mid- and backward rapidity, where gluons with
fractional momentum 0.05  x  0.2 are dominant. A similar
enhancement was observed in the measurements of D mesons
in d + Au at midrapidity [16].
Asymmetric Cu+Au collisions have the advantage of being
a relatively large system that can access different x regions at
positive and negative rapidities. Studies in these collisions
provide a powerful test of how initial-state effects observed in
small systems, such as p + A, can be projected in large heavy
ion collisions. In the PHENIX muon arms, positive rapidity
corresponds to the Cu-going direction, probing small-x in
the Au nucleus and large-x in the Cu. Negative rapidity
covers the Au-going direction, probing small-x in the Cu
nucleus and large-x in the Au. Initial state parton distribution
modifications are predicted to be stronger in the Au nucleus
[17]. If these modifications have the same pattern as seen
in p(d) + A collisions, they may cause suppression in the
Cu-going (positive rapidity) direction and enhancement in the
Au-going direction. Initial-state energy loss [18] also results
in larger suppression at positive rapidity.
In this study, we quantify the fraction of muons from the
decay of nonprompt J/ψ in p + p and Cu+Au collisions at√
s
NN
= 200 GeV using the PHENIX muon arms measuring in
the rapidity range 1.2 < |y| < 2.2. The nonprompt fractions
are then used to calculate the nuclear modification of B mesons
in Cu+Au collisions. This result uses the capability to measure
the approach between muons and the collision vertex using the
FVTX [19]. Section II describes the experimental apparatus
and the data set. Section III describes the data selection,
backgrounds, and defines the distance of closest approach
(DCAR). Section IV describes the simulation setup used to
obtain the DCAR distribution profiles. The fit to the real data
distance of closest approach distributions is detailed in Sec. V.
Systematic uncertainties are discussed in Sec. VI. Results and
interpretations are presented in Sec. VII.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND DATA SET
This analysis was performed using data sets obtained with
the PHENIX detector (Fig. 1) at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider during the 2015 p + p and 2012 Cu+Au √s
NN
=
200 GeV runs. Each collision was identified by the north
and south beam-beam counters (BBC) which each comprise
64 quartz radiators instrumented with mesh dynode PMTs
covering charged particles in the pseudorapidity region
3.0 < |η| < 3.9 and with time resolution of ∼50 ps. A
fast online collision z vertex can be determined from the
difference between the average north and south arrival times.
A minimum-bias (MB) event is triggered by two or more hits
in each BBC and a measured vertex position |zvtx|  10 cm,
and results in an acceptance of 93 ± 3% of the total Cu+Au
cross section. For p + p collisions, one or more hits are
required in each BBC for the MB trigger, and 55 ± 5% of
the total inelastic cross section is accepted. This analysis also
FIG. 1. Schematic view of the detector apparatus along with an
illustrated dimuon and a hadron stopping in one of the muon identifier
(MuID) gaps.
used a sample of dimuon triggered events (MUIDLL1_2D),
which required two roads of hits found in the Iarocci tubes in
the muon identifiers (MuID), including at least one road that
reached the most downstream tubes.
A. PHENIX muon spectrometers
Each muon spectrometer covers a pseudorapidity range
of 1.2 < |η| < 2.2 and 2π in azimuth. Each spectrometer
comprises hadron-absorber material, muon trackers (MuTr)
inside a conical-shaped magnet, and a MuID. The first layer
of hadron absorber, placed between the FVTX and the MuTr,
comprises 19 cm of copper, 60 cm of iron from the central
magnet, and 36.2 cm steel, corresponding to a total of 7.2
nuclear interaction lengths. This material absorbs pions and
kaons emitted into the acceptance of the muon arms. The muon
magnet system provides a radial field inside the MuTr volume
of approximately
∫
B · dl = 0.72 T m at 15 degrees from the
beam axis, bending particles in the azimuthal direction.
Tracking and momentum measurements are performed by
the MuTr, which comprises 8 octants of cathode strip chambers
distributed in each of three z stations. The first two stations
have three sensitive planes each, and the farthest station from
the interaction region has two sensitive planes. Each plane
contains two cathode readout strip planes with varying stereo
angle orientations among the planes in the station to provide
measurements in two spatial dimensions. The momentum
resolution achieved by the MuTr is δp/p ≈ 0.05 for a typical
muon from J/ψ decays.
The north and south MuID systems are located downstream
of the MuTr and comprise five absorber plates totaling 4.8
(5.4) nuclear interaction lengths in the south (north) arm. Two
Iarocci tube planes with vertical and horizontal orientations
distributed in six individual panels are placed after each of the
five absorber gaps. Pion and kaon rejection after all absorber
material is larger than a factor of 250. Only muons with
momentum >3GeV/c are able to penetrate all absorbers.
Recorded hits in the tubes are used to reconstruct roads which
are used in the MUIDLL1_2D trigger and in full muon track
reconstruction. Technical details of the muon arms can be
found in Refs. [20,21].
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TABLE I. Summary of FVTX geometry.
Mean z position of discs [cm] ±20.1, ±26.1, ±32.2, ±38.2
φ segmentation each disk 48 wedges × 2 columns
Inner radius 4.4 cm
Strip pitch 75 μm
Strip length 3.4 mm to 11.5 mm
Total number of strips 1.08 M
Silicon thickness 320 μm
Particles produced at the primary vertex cross ∼7.2 in-
teraction lengths of absorber before reaching the first MuTr
station located at z = ±190 cm. Due to multiple scattering
in the absorber, the projection of tracks reconstructed in the
MuTr to the FVTX has a standard deviation radius of 3 cm.
The FVTX helps track these particles from the absorber to the
vertex point.
A precise vertex measurement is provided offline
(Sec. III C) by the central arm vertex detector (VTX) and
the FVTX. The VTX [22,23] is a silicon detector with four
radial layers placed at 2.6, 5.1, 11.8, and 16.7 cm from the
z axis, covering 2 × φ ≈ 1.6π and |zvtx| < 10 cm. The
innermost two layers have pixel segmentation of φ × z =
50 μm × 425 μm and the two outer layers comprise stripixels
with an effective pixel size of 80 μm in Rφ and 1 mm in z.
The FVTX is a silicon detector installed in 2012 to precisely
measure the radial distance of closest approach (DCAR)
of extrapolated particle trajectories to the collision vertex
(Sec. III D), allowing statistical separation between prompt
muons and muons from the decay of long-lifetime particles.
Geometrical characteristics of the FVTX are listed in Table I.
More technical details concerning the FVTX detector can be
found in Ref. [19].
Tracks reconstructed in the silicon system are required
to have at least three hits in different FVTX disks and/or
VTX pixel layers (seen as half-cylinders in Fig. 2). The
FIG. 2. Schematic view of the west VTX and north-west arm
FVTX detectors used in this analysis.
magnetic field in the region of the FVTX is primarily in the z
direction, resulting in only a very small bending of tracks in
the φ direction. Therefore, the FVTX cannot measure particle
momentum, which can be reconstructed only if the FVTX
track is associated to a MuTr track.
B. Data set and quality assurance
Only collisions with a vertex determined by the VTX
and FVTX within z = ±10 cm from the nominal interaction
point are selected. Collisions where the vertex determination
(Sec. III C) has an uncertainty larger than 500μm (200 μm) are
also rejected inp + p (Cu+Au) data. The fraction of collisions
within the vertex range used in this analysis is 14% in p + p
and 18% in Cu+Au. Only MB triggers or MUIDLL1_2D trig-
gers in coincidence with a MB trigger (MUIDLL1_2D&MB)
were analyzed. In p + p the number of analyzed events
in the selected vertex region is 3.4×1011, corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of
∫ Ldt = 14.8 pb−1. In Cu+Au
5.7×109 MB and 284×106 MUIDLL1_2D&MB events were
analyzed in the selected vertex range. The MB trigger is
sensitive to σCu+Au = 5.23 ± 0.15 b of the total Cu+Au
cross section, according to Glauber calculations reported in
Ref. [17]. Therefore, the Cu+Au events used in this analysis
correspond to
∫ Ldt = 1.0 nb−1, or the p + p equivalent of
11.8 pb−1.
The run-by-run average DCAR (described in Sec. III D)
measured for of all charged particles by the FVTX was found
to be stable throughout the data collection period in the Cu+Au
run. For the case ofp + p collisions, ∼10% of data are rejected
due to instabilities of the measured DCAR.
III. DATA SELECTION AND HOW TO OBTAIN THE
DISTANCE OF CLOSEST APPROACH DISTRIBUTIONS
B mesons have a mean decay length cτ0 ∼ 450 μm, a scale
measurable by precision vertex detectors. At large rapidity the
momentum boost γ =
√
p2z + p2T + m2/m to the decay length
is larger than at midrapidity (pz ∼ 0), allowing B-meson
identification via nonprompt decays even at zero transverse
momentum.
Typically, the fraction of B-meson decays in J/ψ samples
(here defined as FB→J/ψ ) is determined by measuring the
vertex given by the intersection of the two muon trajectories in
the dimuon pair. This approach is not used in this analysis
because: (1) the J/ψ dimuon vertex cannot be precisely
determined because of the limited φ resolution of the FVTX;
(2) a fraction of the sample of J/ψ decays would be lost in
the sample when one of the muons reconstructed by the MuTr
does not match to the FVTX.
In this analysis, the J/ψ decay is identified by the dimuon
invariant mass of selected MuTr + MuID tracks. In a second
step, muon candidates from the identified J/ψ decay that
have matching FVTX tracks are selected. The radial distance
of closest approach DCAR (Sec. III D) is determined for
combined FVTX + MuTr + MuID tracks after quality cuts.
The following sections detail how the sample is selected, how
the backgrounds are treated, and how DCAR is defined.
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A. Selection of J/ψ candidates
Single muon candidates are MuTr tracks that are associated
to MuID roads (Sec. II A). The MuTr track is required to have
at least 11 out of a maximum of 16 hits in different cathode
planes, and the fitted track should return a χ2/NDF < 10,
cut based on the distribution obtained from simulated muons
which also accounts for tracks crossing malfunctioning chan-
nels in the MuTr. Because a track is required to cross all
absorbers, only muons with a total reconstructed momentum
larger than 3 GeV/c are accepted. The MuID roads are required
to have at least 6 out of a possible 10 hits in different tube
planes, including a hit in one of the planes located behind
the last MuID absorber. Three standard deviation cuts are
applied to the distance and angle between the MuTr track
and the MuID road projections at the first MuID gap. Dimuon
pairs formed from MuTr + MuID selected muons are required
to have an opening angle larger than 45◦ if the dimuon pT
is smaller than 5 GeV/c. Implementation of this cut helps
remove contributions from ghost tracks. A fit involving the
muon pair tracks and the collision vertex is required to have
a χ2/NDF < 5(3) in p + p (Cu+Au) data, corresponding to
a maximum distance between the dimuon crossing and the
collision point of approximately 1 cm. This cut has no impact
on B decay acceptance.
Dimuon spectra in the region of the J/ψ mass are shown in
Fig. 3 for both muon arms. The combinatorial background,
shown as open circles in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), corresponds
to random combinations of muons. This background is
determined from mixed-event dimuons and normalized by
the geometric average between same-event like-sign sources
N same++ , N
same
−− and mixed-event like-sign sources Nmix++ , Nmix−− :
NormCB =
√
N same++ · N same−−√
Nmix++ · Nmix−−
. (1)
Mixed-event dimuons are required to come from two
separate events with a z-vertex difference no larger than
1.5 cm and a difference between collision centrality percentiles
that is no larger than 5%. Accumulated mixed-event dimuon
counts are five times larger than the same-event dimuons
to reduce background statistical uncertainties. The number
of selected J/ψ decays inside the dimuon invariant mass
2.8 < mμμ[GeV/c2] < 3.5, the signal over background, after
all quality cuts, and the fraction of correlated continuum
background fcont are listed in Table II.
Correlated background expected to contribute in the J/ψ
mass region is mainly from cc¯ + X → μ+μ− + X and
b ¯b + X → μ+μ− + X processes. The amount of correlated
background shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3 is estimated by
fitting the function
fμ+μ−(m) = CBG(m) + Ncorrfcorr(m)
+NJ/ψfJ/ψ (m) + Nψ ′fψ ′(m),
fcorr(m) = Aε(m)[clme−m/λlm + (1 − clm)m−λhm ] (2)
to the unlike-sign dimuon mass distribution m, where CBG(m)
is the combinatorial background, fcorr(m) is the correlated
background, fJ/ψ (m) and fψ ′ are the J/ψ and ψ ′ simulated
peaks, Aε(m) is the mass-dependent detector acceptance and
efficiency determined from simulation and trigger emulator.
The correlated background functional form of fcorr(m) ac-
counts for an exponential behavior at low mass and a power-
law behavior at high mass, verified in PYTHIA8 simulation
of cc¯ and b ¯b pair production. The free parameters in the fit
are Ncorr, NJ/ψ , Nψ ′ , clm, λlm, and λhm. Fitting constrains are
applied to clm, λlm, and λhm according to a fcorr(m) fit to
correlated like-sign dimuon mass distribution in the same mass
range. Table II also shows the extracted fractions of correlated
background in the J/ψ mass region:
fcont =
∫ 3.5
m=2.8
dmNcorrfcorr(m). (3)
B. FVTX-MuTr track association
Requirements for stand-alone FVTX track selection include
a minimum of three hits in different FVTX or VTX planes.
The analysis requires a FVTX track has a χ2 probability (p
value) larger than 5%. The track quality selection keeps 95%
of the true tracks according to simulations. FVTX-MuTr track
matching is performed as follows:
(1) MuTr and FVTX tracks are projected to three z-plane
locations: (1) the fourth FVTX disk from the vertex,
(2) the middle of the absorber materials in front
of the MuTr, and (3) the first MuTr station. Radial
(R and pR) and azimuthal (φ and pφ) position and
momentum projections, and uncertainties (σRFVTX−MuTr ,
σφFVTX−MuTr , σpRFVTX−MuTr , σpφFVTX−MuTr ) are calculated for
each FVTX and MuTr track using the GEANE Kalman
Filter algorithm [24], taking into account the detector
geometry, the amount of absorber material, and the
magnetic field map. The momentum magnitude used
for FVTX track projections is taken from the associated
MuTr track.
(2) A combined FVTX + MuTr track χ2 is calculated
for each association from individual χ2FVTX and χ2MuTr
track qualities and FVTX-MuTr projection residuals
in the tree planes in an approximation considering
the correlation between residuals in different planes
is small:
χ2 = χ2FVTX + χ2MuTr + χ2match,
χ2match =
3∑
i=1
(
RFVTXi − RMuTri
)2
σR2FVTX−MuTr
+
(
φFVTXi − φMuTri
)2
σφ2FVTX−MuTr
+
(
prFVTXi − prMuTri
)2
σpr2FVTX−MuTr
+
(
pφFVTXi − pφMuTri
)2
σpφ2FVTX−MuTr
, (4)
where pφFVTXi and prFVTXi are just track directions
determined by the FVTX.
(3) Only FVTX-MuTr combined tracks with χ2/NDF <
6(3) are accepted for further analysis in p + p
(Cu+Au) data.
(4) In the p + p analysis, at least one VTX hit is required
for tracks inside the VTX acceptance to reduce effects
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FIG. 3. The dimuon mass distributions in p + p (a)–(f) and Cu+Au (g)–(l) collisions. The mass distribution along with mixed-event
dimuons which account for the combinatorial background is shown in panels (a), (b), (g), (h). The distribution after removal of the combinatorial
background is shown in panels (c), (d), (i), (j). The lines represent the Eq. (2) components fit to the data points. Panels (e), (f), (k), (l) show the
pull between data and fit.
from additional material that was installed just before
the 2015 run between the VTX and FVTX.
FVTX-MuTr track mismatches can occur if MuTr tracks
are projected onto a region where the FVTX is not active.
These MuTr tracks tend to incorrectly associate with tracks
in neighboring live regions which can distort the DCAR
distributions. Fiducial cuts were applied to remove MuTr
track projections onto nonactive φ regions in the FVTX and
their edges to minimize these mismatches. Edge effects are
further reduced by requiring the azimuthal residual between
the FVTX and MuTr track projections is no larger than
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TABLE II. Dimuon net counts, signal to combinatorial back-
ground (S/CBG), and the correlated background contribution fcont
in the J/ψ mass region 2.8 < mμμ[GeV/c2] < 3.5.
Data Arm Net count S/CBG fcont
p + p South 5978 ± 150 32.7 5.5 ± 0.3%
p + p North 3714 ± 67 33.6 5.3 ± 0.4%
Cu+Au South 3075 ± 92 1.13 10.3 ± 2.4%
Cu+Au North 2675 ± 82 1.35 10.7 ± 2.5%
100 mrad (corresponding to the MuTr azimuthal projection
resolution).
Once the FVTX-MuTr association passes the matching
criteria, the tracks are combined providing a momentum
vector and projection at the vertex plane. The combined track
has precise momentum and azimuthal direction mostly from
the MuTr track information, and FVTX track information
dominates the radial direction precision.
We determined that 65% of MuTr tracks in Cu+Au
collisions find more than one potential FVTX track association
passing the χ2 quality and the matching criteria described
above (Fig. 4), whereas the probability of having more than
one association is about 15% in p + p collisions. Because
of this small fraction, the p + p analysis uses only the best
matching. The multiple associations are pronounced in central
Cu+Au events because of the large FVTX track density,
and for MuTr tracks with small momentum where projection
uncertainties are larger because of the estimated multiple
scattering in the absorber. In B→J/ψ → μμ events, the
best χ2 association has a chance to happen between a MuTr
track from the candidate muon and an FVTX track from an
underlying event particle. In this situation, the measured vertex
displacement will correspond to a background particle and not
the B-meson decay. In the Cu+Au analysis, all FVTX-MuTr
associations passing matching criteria (not just the best) are
used in the DCAR distributions to extract the correct FVTX
and MuTr track associations. The contribution of mismatches
to the track associations is then determined from event mixing,
where MuTr tracks from one collision event are mixed with
FVTX tracks from another event. Collisions are categorized
in 10 FVTX track multiplicity and 200 z-vertex classes. The
number of classes was chosen as the minimum number for
which there was no observed change in the DCAR distributions
of simulations embedded in real data. MuTr tracks are mixed
only with FVTX tracks belonging to the same collision event
category. DCA distributions from mismatches are normalized
FVTX track
true μ MuTr track
φ
R
FIG. 4. MuTr (filled ellipse) and FVTX track (open ellipses)
projection uncertainty areas at one of the FVTX planes along with
the true particle (filled circle).
by the relative FVTX track densities between same-event and
mixed-event associations:
Normmis = N FVTX tracks in same eventN FVTX tracks in mixed events . (5)
The number of mixed-event FVTX-MuTr associations is
arbitrarily chosen to be five times larger than in same events to
reduce background statistical fluctuations. The normalization 5
was tested with entire PYTHIA8+GEANT4 events containing
prompt J/ψ and B→J/ψ embedded in real data, where
the DCAR distributions, after subtracting the normalized,
event-mixed mismatch tracks, show excellent agreement with
DCAR distributions not embedded in real data.
C. Primary vertex determination
The p + p (Cu+Au) collision events are distributed
in a volume, σx × σy × σz, of approximately 130 μm ×
130 μm × 40 cm (90 μm × 90 μm × 40 cm) centered within
the PHENIX detector. Collisions within z = ±10 cm produce
charged particle tracks in the nominal VTX and FVTX
acceptance where the tracking can be utilized to precisely
determine the collision point. The primary vertex location is
found by the minimization of the squared impact parameter for
the collection of reconstructed charged particle tracks found
in the VTX and the FVTX. In Cu+Au, bias created by tracks
with off-vertex decay points is negligible due to the large
number of particles created in the collisions of large nuclei and
limits on the impact parameter cluster sizes used during the
fitting procedure. In Cu+Au, the final primary vertex position
is determined by a three dimensional minimization on an
event-by-event basis. The majority of the position information
in the minimization comes from tracklets within the VTX
layers due to this detector’s fine azimuthal segmentation of
50 μm, short projection length of ∼2.6 cm, and typically
large impact angles between reconstructed tracks. The event
multiplicity is the key factor driving variance in the vertex
resolution,
σVTX =
√
σ 2VTXx + σ 2VTXy + σ 2VTXz, (6)
where the σVTXx, σVTXy, and σVTXz vertex uncertainties are
obtained event-by-event from the vertex minimization proce-
dure. The vertex uncertainty is determined from independent
measurements in north, south, east and west parts of the
VTX and FVTX detector. A check of these uncertainties is
performed with detector simulation, using HIJING [25] and
PYTHIA8 generated events. The σVTX vertex resolution varies
between 30 μm (central collisions) and 200 μm (peripheral
collisions) in Cu+Au collisions. Due to the low multiplicity
in p + p collisions, the average x and y beam position in
TABLE III. List of vertex position requirements for event selection.
Requirement Cut
z vertex position range |z| < 10 cm
Vertex resolution in p + p σZ < 500 μm
Vertex resolution in Cu+Au
√
σ 2X + σ 2Y + σ 2Z < 200 μm
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FIG. 5. Visual definition of the displaced vertex DCAR used in this analysis: (a) 3D, (b) r-z, and (c) x-y views. The collision point VTX is
at the origin in this view for simplicity.
the transverse plane at the interaction point over a short data
taking period (∼90 min) are used in place of an event-by-
event determination. Therefore, the x and y beam position
resolutions correspond to the spread of the beam position
(130 μm). The z position is still determined event-by-event
with typical resolution of 200 μm. A summary of all vertex
requirements for an event to be selected is listed in Table III.
D. Distance of closest approach measurement
The combined FVTX + MuTr track is projected to a plane
perpendicular to the z axis and placed at the measured z
position of the collision point. The displaced vertex vector
Pvtx is defined by the track projection (xtrack, ytrack, zvtx) and
the collision point (xvtx, yvtx, zvtx) as illustrated in Figs. 5(a)
and 5(c).
This projection is not precise in the φ direction because
of the coarse segmentation of the FVTX in this direction,
so the radial projection is used in this analysis, where the
FVTX has the best segmentation. In Fig. 5 the radial axis R
is defined by the track projection at the first FVTX station
(xFVTX1, yFVTX1, zFVTX1) and the z axis (0, 0, zFVTX1). The
precise displacement vertex, which we call the radial distance
of closest approach at the vertex plane DCAR is a projection
of the vector Pvtx on the radial direction R:
DCAR = Pvtx ·
R
| R| . (7)
Figure 5(b) shows a two-dimensional projection on the r-z
plane of the track. The extension of the DCAR distribution
depends on the decay length of the parent particle and the
rapidity difference between the parent particle and the muon.
Figure 6 shows the shape of DCAR distributions of muons
from simulated B→J/ψ and prompt J/ψ decays thrown in
the detector response simulation. Negative DCAR (where Pvtx
and R have opposite directions) is larger for long range decays,
producing an asymmetric DCAR distributions for muons from
heavy flavor decays which facilitates their separation from
other contributions from prompt particles during the fitting
procedure.
E. Backgrounds in the DCAR distributions
The DCAR distributions comprise MuTr tracks, from
dimuons in the J/ψ mass region, which are associated with
one or more FVTX tracks. Each FVTX + MuTr association
counts in the DCAR distributions. There are two significant
sources of uncorrelated background in the DCAR distributions:
(1) combinatorial background described in Sec. III A in the
J/ψ mass region, corresponding to dimuons which are not
from J/ψ decays; and (2) FVTX-MuTr mismatches described
in Sec. III B corresponding to MuTr tracks from J/ψ decays
but associated to the wrong FVTX track. Figure 7 shows
the contribution of these backgrounds, extracted using the
techniques described above, in the raw DCAR distribution
obtained in both arms. The combinatorial background distribu-
tion is obtained from mixed-event dimuons, and the mismatch
contribution is determined from event mixed MuTr-FVTX
associations. Statistical fluctuations are reduced by obtaining
five times as many mixed-event pairs and misassociations than
in same-event backgrounds. The normalization of these two
distributions was explained in Secs. III A and III B. Accord-
ing to the distributions shown in Fig. 7, most background
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contributions come from prompt particles, but the relative
background contribution changes at large |DCAR|, where fake
or bad quality tracks and muons from light hadron decays are
more significant.
The DCAR line shape of correlated background contribu-
tions from cc¯ and b ¯b is obtained from simulation and discussed
in Sec. IV B.
IV. SIMULATION
In this section we describe how the DCAR line shape of
each dimuon source in the J/ψ mass region is obtained from
simulation.
A. Detector response of prompt particles
The detector response to prompt decays, such as muons
from prompt J/ψ , is estimated using prompt hadrons (pions,
kaons, and protons) generated by the PYTHIA8 event generator
in MB mode and a GEANT4-based detector simulation package
[26]. Several dead channel configurations are used to account
for run-by-run detector acceptance fluctuations. This proce-
dure was found to be crucial to simulate remaining edge effects
(Sec. III B) and degradation of FVTX-VTX track quality,
which can potentially produce long tails in the measured DCAR
distributions. The simulated GEANT4 signals from all generated
hadrons in a single PYTHIA8 event are embedded in real data
to account for occupancy and accidental hit-track-association
effects in the DCAR measurement. All particles generated by
the detector simulation are shifted by (δx, δy, δz), where each
of the coordinates is a common Gaussian random number
centered at the vertex position measured in the real data event
and with a width determined from the vertex uncertainty of
the real event the simulated particles are embedded in. Event
reconstruction, including the simulated hits and the entire real
data signal in the event, is then performed in the same manner
as with real data.
Additional smearing and offsets are needed in the simulated
DCAR to account for irreducible detector misalignments,
additional smearing of the primary vertex resolution that
is not accounted for in the simulations, and any missing
materials in the simulation that could be a multiple scattering
source between the interaction region and the last FVTX
plane. The measured DCAR resolution depends on (1) the
vertex uncertainty σVTX defined in Eq. (6); (2) a momentum-
independent parameter σa , which represents the sum of the
detector resolution contribution to the DCAR resolution,
additional vertex uncertainty which might not be captured by
σVTX, residual detector misalignments and possible beam line
tilt variations during the run; and (3) a multiple scattering
term σb in the VTX and FVTX material which introduces the
momentum dependence in the resolution:
σDCAR (p,σvtx) =
√
σ 2vtx + σ 2a + (σb/p)2. (8)
Particles that stop at the third absorber plane in the MuID
comprise mainly prompt light hadrons and ∼7% contribution
from hadron → μ decays according to PYTHIA8+GEANT4
simulation. This sample provides a relatively clean selection of
prompt particles which can be used to compare DCAR spectra
between simulation and real data. The DCAR distributions
from the measured prompt hadrons are compared to simulated
hadrons, and small smearing corrections are added to the
simulated spectra until they match the real data spectra.
For real data and simulations, the σVTX value is set
according to the event-by-event vertex resolution that is
provided by the vertex finding code. The fit parameters σa
and σb are extracted from the real data distributions, and
the simulated data has additional smearing added until the
distributions produce the same σa and σb fit results. An
additional smearing of 70(110) μm was found to be necessary
in the p + p (Cu+Au) setup. After tuning the simulation, the
DCAR distribution of simulated hadrons stopping in the MuID
is weighted according to the momentum distribution of real
data stopped hadrons.
Figure 8 shows the DCAR distribution of these prompt
hadrons in real data compared to PYTHIA8-generated hadron
events, which have had tuned smearing parameters added.
Figure 8 also shows the final fit parameters σa and σb for
each of the north (positive rapidity) and south (negative
rapidity) arms. Although the material present in the north and
south arms is nominally identical, the momentum-dependent
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FIG. 8. DCAR distribution of light hadrons in (a), (b) p + p and (g), (h) Cu+Au real data after (closed circles) FVTX-MuTr mismatch
subtraction. (open circles) momentum weighted simulation. (c), (d), (i), (j) Pulls between real data and simulation. (e), (f), (k), (l) Momentum
dependence of DCAR ∈ [−0.04, 0.04] cm width in real and simulated hadron data along with fitted function Eq. (8).
resolution parameter σb is found to be different for the two
arms in the Cu+Au data set. The reason for this is that
the vertex distribution for BBC-triggered events in Cu+Au
events was found to be highly skewed toward the north arm,
given the collision species asymmetry. Because of this, FVTX
tracks had on average a shorter projection to the vertex for
tracks in the north arm than in the south arm, resulting in a
smaller contribution to the DCAR resolution from multiple
scattering in the north than in the south. Long tails in the
DCAR distribution contain part of the light hadron decay
contribution but are mostly dominated by accidental hit-track
associations, which are reasonably well reproduced by the
embedded simulation in the DCAR range used in this analysis.
B. Prompt J/ψ and heavy flavor decay simulations
Prompt J/ψ and B→J/ψ decays are generated using the
PYTHIA8 event generator; open heavy flavor from cc¯ and b ¯b
processes are produced with leading order processes (gluon
fusion) and the CT10 parton density distribution functions
[27]. All particles generated in the B→J/ψ or prompt J/ψ
event are used as input to the GEANT4 detector simulation
and are embedded in real data. Generated events have the
DCAR values smeared and offset according to the parameters
obtained for light hadrons as described in Sec. IV A. Simu-
lated events are also weighted according to the momentum
distribution of background-subtracted (combinatorial dimuon
and FVTX-MuTr mismatch) muons from real data dimuons.
Figure 6 shows the DCAR distributions obtained from these
prompt J/ψ and B→J/ψ simulations. Several hypotheses
of B→J/ψ nuclear modifications are considered in the mo-
mentum weighting for systematic uncertainty evaluations and
described in Sec. VI A 2. Point-to-point statistical fluctuations
in the generated DCAR distributions are minimized by using
fitted analytical functions for the final DCAR fits. The DCAR
distributions obtained from prompt J/ψ simulation are well
described by a three-Gaussian (G1, G2, and G3) function with
a detector offset and resolutions σ1, σ2, and σ3, and regulated
by f1 + f2 + f3 = 1:
det.resp(DCAR)
N
= f1G1(DCAR; offset,σ1)
+ f2G2(DCAR; (dca02 − offset),σ2)
+ f3G3(DCAR; (dca03 − offset),σ3).
(9)
The following function defines the prompt J/ψ DCAR line
shape of prompt J/ψ decays
decayJ/ψ (DCAR) = δ(0) ⊗ det.resp(DCAR). (10)
The true DCAR distribution for heavy flavor decays is
described by a set of three exponential functions:
decaytrue(DCAR) =
⎧⎨
⎩fd1e
−DCAR
λl1 + fd2e
−DCAR
λl2 DCAR < 0
(1 − fd1 − fd2)e
−DCAR
λr DCAR > 0
,
(11)
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FIG. 9. (a) Simulated correlated background components, in the
dimuon mass ∈ [2.9,3.5] GeV/c2, after momentum weighting and
vertex uncertainty along with fitted function Eq. (12). Boxes represent
the bin widths and statistical uncertainties in simulation. (b), (c) Pulls
between simulated data points and fitted functions.
which must be convoluted with the detector response function
Eq. (9) extracted from the prompt J/ψ fit to obtain the
measured DCAR distribution:
decay(DCAR) = decaytrue(DCAR) ⊗ det.resp(DCAR). (12)
The dashed line in Fig. 6 shows function Eq. (12) fitted to
the simulated B→J/ψ decays. Function Eq. (12) is also used
to fit the simulated correlated background components cc¯ and
b ¯b as seen in Fig. 9. The heavy flavor decay functions used in
the final fit are
decayD(DCAR) = decay(DCAR; −→parD→μ),
decayB(DCAR) = decay(DCAR; −→parB→μ), (13)
decayB→Jψ (DCAR) = decay(DCAR; −→parB→J/ψ→μ),
where −→parD→μ, −→parB→μ, and −→parB→J/ψ→μ are the parameters
in Eq. (11) fitted to the corresponding heavy flavor decay
simulations.
V. FITTING PROCEDURE
The final fitting function used for the real-data muon DCAR
distribution is
fμ(DCAR) = BGuncor(DCAR) + BGcorr(DCAR)
+NJ/ψ
[(
1 − FmeasB→J/ψ
)
decayJ/ψ (DCAR)
+ FmeasB→Jψ · decayB→Jψ (DCAR)
]
, (14)
where BGuncorr includes the normalized dimuon combinatorial
(Sec. III A) and FVTX-MuTr mismatch (Sec. III B) back-
grounds. The correlated background BGcorr comprises cc¯ and
b ¯b contributions:
BGcorr(DCAR) = Ncorrfcont[(1 − fb ¯b)decayD(DCAR)
+ fb ¯bdecayB(DCAR)],
where Ncorr is the number of muons after subtracting BGuncorr.
The continuum correlated background fcont is defined in
Table II. The muon count from inclusive J/ψ decays is
NJ/ψ = (1 − fcont)Ncorr. The fraction of b ¯b contribution in
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the correlated background fb ¯b was determined from extrap-
olations of previous cc¯ and b ¯b cross section measurements
[28,29], indicating a fraction fb ¯b = 0.32 ± 0.21 in p + p
collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV. The b ¯b contribution in the
correlated background is completely undetermined in Cu+Au
collisions. So we set fb ¯b = 0.5 in the standard fit and vary it in
the range fb ¯b ∈ [0,1] for the systematic uncertainty evaluation.
The measured fraction of B-meson decays FmeasB→Jψ is the
only free parameter when fitting function Eq. (14) to the real-
data muon DCAR distribution. The true FB→J/ψ is obtained
by correcting the measured FB→J/ψ with a factor given by
the relative detector acceptance and efficiency of J/ψ from
B-meson decays with respect to prompt J/ψ decays,
1
FB→Jψ
= 1 +
(
1
FmeasB→Jψ
− 1
)
εB
εJ/ψ
, (15)
where εB/εJ/ψ ∈ [0.96,0.98] depending on the data set (p + p
or Cu+Au) and muon arm.
The fit is performed with an unbinned extended log-
likelihood method, where
− lnL =
i=Nμ∑
i=1
− ln fμ(DCAR; FB→J/ψ ) − Nμ (16)
is minimized. Nμ is the number of muons in the DCAR
distribution, including the backgrounds. Figures 10 and 11
show the fitted function Eq. (14) to the DCAR distributions in
p + p and Cu+Au collisions, respectively. The backgrounds
due to combinatorial dimuons and FVTX-MuTr mismatches
are subtracted for clarity in the figures. The bars in the figure
show the total uncertainties of each data point.
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The systematic uncertainties are determined by fitting
fμ(DCAR) in function Eq. (14) several times, using random
variations of the fitting parameters for each fit. This section
lists all considered systematic uncertainty sources and how
they affect the final results.
A. List of systematic uncertainty sources
1. Testing of the fitting procedure
The validity of the fitting procedure was tested by randomly
generating DCAR distributions for backgrounds, B→J/ψ ,
and prompt J/ψ , with FB→J/ψ tested in the range [0, 0.4].
The total number of entries in the summed DCAR distributions
were generated to match the real data distributions. The
FIG. 12. (a) Momentum distribution of FB→J/ψ from PYTHIA8
(open circles) and a set of pT and rapidity B-meson yield modifi-
cations relative to prompt J/ψ (closed symbols) defined in panels
(b)–(f). Scales on FB→J/ψ are arbitrary.
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TABLE IV. Summary of all absolute systematic uncertainties on the FB→J/ψ measurement.
Source p + p Cu+Au
South North South North
Fitting procedure <0.001 0.005 0.005
Simulation weighting 0.003 0.002 0.005 0.005
DCAR resolution 0.004 0.004 0.012 0.015
Detector offset <0.002 0.011 0.013
DCAR tail contribution <0.001 0.002 0.004
Relative acc.×eff. <0.001 0.005 0.005
Background normalizations <0.001 0.010 0.009
Correlated bg 0.002 0.003 0.018 0.018
Fraction of corr. b ¯b 0.008 0.008 0.017 0.018
Total 0.009 0.010 0.033 0.034
fit results over thousands of randomly generated DCAR
distributions in each FgeneratedB→Jψ return FmeasuredB→Jψ with average bias
|FgeneratedB→Jψ − FmeasuredB→Jψ | < 0.005 in Cu+Au data and negligible
in p + p data.
2. Weighting of simulated samples
All detector reconstructed simulated samples were
weighted according to the single muon momentum distribu-
tions of real data muons from J/ψ decays used in the DCAR
distributions. This weighting already accounts for the realistic
momentum distribution of measured dimuons in the J/ψ mass
region. Figure 12 shows how the momentum distribution of
muons from B→J/ψ decays are distributed relative to muons
from prompt J/ψ decays in several conservative B-meson
pT and rapidity yield modification hypotheses. The inverse
momentum dependence obtained from the several hypotheses
can be described by polynomials of degree one fB→Jψ (p). The
maximum deviation from the assumption used in the standard
result is |fB→Jψ (p) − FB→J/ψ | < 0.005. This value is used in
the systematic uncertainty determination.
3. DCAR resolutions and offsets in simulation
A relative variation of 15% in the detector offset, 5% for
σa , and 7% for σb are found when different fitting ranges are
used to determine the offset and the momentum dependence of
the DCAR detector resolution shown in Figs. 8(c), 8(d), 8(g),
and 8(h). Varying these parameters within their uncertainties
produces fluctuations on the FB→J/ψ result of up to 0.015.
TABLE V. Fraction of B-meson decays in J/ψ samples obtained
in p + p and Cu+Au collisions at √s
NN
= 200 GeV.
Data sample FB→J/ψ
−2.2 < y < −1.2 p + p 0.025 ± 0.008(stat) ± 0.010(syst)
1.2 < y < 2.2 p + p 0.025 ± 0.010(stat) ± 0.009(syst)
1.2 < |y| < 2.2 p + p 0.025 ± 0.006(stat) ± 0.009(syst)
−2.2 < y < −1.2 (Au-going) 0.094 ± 0.028(stat) ± 0.033(syst)
1.2 < y < 2.2 (Cu+going) 0.089 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.034(syst)
4. DCAR tail contribution to the detector response function
The detector response function Eq. (9) is fitted to simulated
and real data hadrons shown in Fig. 8. The third Gaussian,
which accounts for the long range tails in the DCAR distri-
butions, has a contribution which is 20% different between
real and simulated data. This difference can be caused by
(1) modified light hadron decay in real data, (2) bias in
the FVTX-MuTr mismatch distribution normalization (5); or
(3) missing accidental hit-track associations in simulation. The
third Gaussian contribution in Eq. (9), f3, is varied by 20%
to account for these uncertainties. This variation produces a
change in the FB→J/ψ of up to 0.004.
5. Relative detector acceptance and efficiency
Variations in the PYTHIA8 parameters, such as renormaliza-
tion factor and additional weighting to match measured J/ψ
rapidity and pT distributions in Ref. [30], used to determine the
relative detector acceptance and efficiency εB/εJ/ψ introduce
1% relative fluctuation in the FB→J/ψ result in the p + p.
When considering different scenarios for the B-meson nuclear
modification in Cu+Au; including variations with centrality
pT and rapidity; the fluctuation in FB→J/ψ relative to the
default result is 5%.
6. Dimuon combinatorial background and FVTX-MuTr
mismatch distribution normalizations
The dimuon combinatorial background normalization
Eq. (1) varies by up to 3% when changing the mass
range used to determine it. Another concern is how par-
ticle activity surrounding a B meson can affect the nor-
malization Eq. (5) of FVTX-MuTr mismatch distributions.
The normalization shows a 5% variation when embedding
entire PYTHIA8+GEANT4 events containing prompt J/ψ and
B→J/ψ . When applying these variations in the DCAR fitting
Eq. (14), the FB→J/ψ result has a standard deviation of 0.01.
7. Correlated background
The dimuon mass fitting uncertainty for the correlated
background contributions shown in Table II is introduced as
Gaussian random numbers before each fit. The fraction of b ¯b
in the correlated background is varied by fb ¯b = 0.32 ± 0.21 in
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FIG. 13. Fraction FB→J/ψ of B-meson decays in the inclusive
J/ψ sample in p + p and Cu+Au collisions at √s
NN
= 200 GeV
versus rapidity along with a theoretical estimation based on fixed-
order plus next-to-leading logs (FONLL) [31,32] for the B→J/ψ
cross section and color-evaporation-model (CEM) [33] for the prompt
J/ψ . The statistical uncertainties are represented by the error bars
and the systematic uncertainties are represented by filled boxes.
p + p collisions based on the uncertainties in the total cc¯ and
b ¯b cross section [28,29]. For Cu+Au collisions, fb ¯b ∈ [0,1] is
considered, which accounts for unknown cc¯ and b ¯b nuclear
modifications. When applying these variations in the fitting
procedure defined in Eq. (14) the FB→J/ψ standard deviation
is 0.01 in p + p and 0.025 in Cu+Au.
B. Total systematic uncertainties
Table IV summarizes all systematic uncertainty contribu-
tions. The total systematic uncertainty also listed in the table is
obtained by varying the parameters as described in the fitting
function Eq. (14) simultaneously, assuming all variations are
independent, and running several independent fits.
C. Other checks
Other tests such as variations in the DCAR fitting range,
and the use of simulated histograms rather than functions as
fitting input, provided results that are statistically consistent
with the default result. No additional systematic uncertainties
are assigned from these checks.
VII. RESULTS
A. Fraction of B mesons in the J/ψ sample
The acceptance and efficiency corrected B-meson contri-
butions to the J/ψ yields collected in p + p and Cu+Au
data are listed in Table V and plotted in Fig. 13. The detector
acceptance and efficiency ofB-meson decays producing aJ/ψ
in the muon arm apertures is shown in Fig. 14 as a function of
rapidity and transverse momentum. The estimation is obtained
from the simulation setup described in Sec. IV embedded
in Cu+Au raw data. As can be seen in the right panel, the
measurement presented in this analysis is the first which covers
B mesons starting from zero pT in heavy ion collisions.
The FB→J/ψ obtained in p + p collisions is well described
by a theoretical calculation based on FONLL [31,32] for
the B→J/ψ and color-evaporation-Model (CEM) [33] for
the prompt J/ψ differential cross sections. Uncertainties
in the theoretical calculation come from the bottom quark
mass (4.5–5.0 GeV/c2) and scale uncertainties. The CTEQ6
parton-density function [34] was adopted in both FONLL and
CEM calculations.
B. Differential cross section of b ¯b in p + p collisions
The corresponding p + p → b ¯b differential cross section
can be calculated by
dσb ¯b
dy
=
1
2dσJ/ψ/dy × FB→J/ψ
Br(B → J/ψ + X) , (17)
where dσJ/ψ/dy is obtained from J/ψ measurement by
PHENIX [30]. The branching ratios Br(B → J/ψ + X) and
Br(J/ψ → μ+μ−) are reported in the particle data group [3].
The factor 12 accounts for the fact that both b quarks in the
b ¯b pair contribute to the FB→J/ψ . The results are shown in
Table VI, where the average rapidity 〈y〉 are obtained from the
detector acceptance of B→J/ψ events generated by PYTHIA8.
Table VI also presents the corresponding FONLL calculation.
C. B-meson nuclear modification
The nuclear modification factor is defined by
RCuAu = (dN/dy)
CuAu
〈Ncoll〉(dN/dy)pp , (18)
where dN/dy is the yield in Cu+Au and p + p collisions
and 〈Ncoll〉 is the average number of binary collisions in the
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FIG. 14. Detector acceptance × efficiency of B-meson decays producing a J/ψ in the muon arms (1.2 < |y| < 2.2) versus B-meson (a)
and rapidity (b) pT . The statistical uncertainties in simulation are shown in filled gray bands.
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TABLE VI. Differential cross section for p + p → b ¯b at √s =
200 GeV obtained from Eq. (17) along with the FONLL theoretical
calculation [31,32].
〈y〉 dσb ¯b/dy [μb]
−1.6 0.51 ± 0.16(stat) ± 0.20(sys)
1.6 0.52 ± 0.21(stat) ± 0.21(sys)
|1.6| 0.51 ± 0.13(stat) ± 0.20(sys)
|1.6| (FONLL) 0.26+0.14−0.10(theory uncert.)
Cu+Au data sample. The Glauber estimated average number
of collisions in Cu+Au collisions is 〈Ncoll〉 = 108 ± 11. The
centrality and pT integrated RCuAu for inclusive J/ψ in
Cu+Au collisions is obtained from the results presented in
Ref. [17]: 0.365 ± 0.019(stat) ± 0.026(syst) in the Au-
going direction and 0.295 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.021(syst) in the
Cu-going direction with a global uncertainty of 7.1%. The
separated prompt J/ψ and B-meson RCuAu can be extracted
from inclusive J/ψ RCuAu and FB→J/ψ through
R
prompt
CuAu =
1 − F CuAuB→Jψ
1 − FppB→Jψ
Rincl.CuAu, R
B
CuAu =
F CuAuB→J/ψ
F
pp
B→Jψ
Rincl.CuAu,
(19)
where RpromptCuAu , RBCuAu, and Rincl.CuAu are the nuclear modification
factors for prompt J/ψ , B mesons and inclusive J/ψ ,
respectively.
The average of the results for FB→J/ψ shown in the first
two rows of Table V is used as a p + p reference FppB→Jψ .
The uncertainties in the DCAR resolution in simulation are
correlated between the p + p and Cu+Au analysis and cancel
out in the RCuAu results. The global uncertainty includes
statistical and systematic uncertainties of the p + p reference.
Table VII and Fig. 15 summarizes the B-meson and prompt-
J/ψ nuclear modifications obtained using Eq. (19).
Both nuclear modifications factors from forward and
backward rapidities are consistent with binary scaling of
p + p yields given the large uncertainties. The results are also
consistent with initial-state effects predicted by the EPS09
model [12], shown in Fig. 15, which suggests a modest
enhancement. The EPS09 calculation uses as input x and Q
from gg → b ¯b events generated by PYTHIA8. The same model
underpredicts the large yield enhancements observed for lep-
tons from inclusive heavy flavor, dominated by charm quarks,
at midrapidity and negative rapidity in d + Au collisions
[14,15] at the same energy. Heavy flavor yield enhancement
TABLE VII. Nuclear modification factors of B mesons and
prompt J/ψ obtained from Eq. (19).
RBCuAu
Au-going 1.37 ± 0.41(stat) ± 0.33(syst) ± 0.47(pp)
Cu+going 1.05 ± 0.31(stat) ± 0.28(syst) ± 0.47(pp)
R
prompt
CuAu
Au-going 0.339 ± 0.021(stat) ± 0.026(syst) ± 0.075(pp)
Cu+going 0.276 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.023(syst) ± 0.075(pp)
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at large-x, which dominates the negative rapidity yield, is also
expected from incoherent multiple scattering of initial gluons
[9].
Binary scaling of momentum-integrated heavy flavor pro-
duction was previously observed in electron yields from charm
quarks by PHENIX [35] and reconstructed D mesons by
STAR [36] in Au + Au collisions at RHIC. The pT integrated
B-meson nuclear modification result obtained in this work,
when combined with these earlier results, indicate there is
binary scaling of B and D mesons separately. Because charm
and bottom number are conserved in heavy ion collisions at√
s
NN
= 200 GeV, the interaction with the QGP medium only
alters the momentum distribution of D mesons and B mesons
causing a relative yield suppression for pT  mQ.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We report the fraction of B-meson decays in the inclusive
J/ψ yield in p + p and Cu+Au collisions at √s
NN
=
200 GeV. The measurement is centrality andpT integrated with
acceptance starting from zeropT B mesons. The b ¯b differential
cross section obtained from the measured fractions at rapidity
1.2 < |y| < 2.2 in p + p collisions is consistent with FONLL
theoretical calculation within uncertainties [31,32]. A sys-
tematically larger fraction is observed in Cu + Au collisions
than in p + p collisions, which reflects a smaller nuclear
modification of B mesons in Cu + Au collisions compared to
prompt J/ψ . The nuclear modification factor calculated from
the Cu + Au and p + p fractions, along with the measured
inclusive J/ψ RCuAu, are listed in Table VII and shown
in Fig. 15. The results are consistent with binary scaling
of B-meson yields. No significant difference is observed
between the Cu-going and Au-going direction within the result
uncertainties. However, yield enhancement at negative rapidity
is favored, which is in agreement with cold-nuclear-matter
effects observed for inclusive heavy flavor in d + Au collisions
at the same energy [14,15], an EPS09-based calculation, and
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incoherent multiple scattering of initial gluons. This result
and others on charm yields indicate that heavy-quark number
is conserved in heavy ion collisions at √s
NN
= 200 GeV.
Interaction with the QGP medium only alters momentum
distributions of D and B mesons. The nuclear modification
observed for B mesons contrasts with the strong suppression
measured for prompt J/ψ mesons indicating that final-state
effects, where the cc¯ binding is broken by the medium formed,
are dominant for prompt J/ψ mesons.
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